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Message from the Guest Editor

Dear Colleagues,<false,>Image processing has witnessed
great development in the past few years. The progress of
image formation and the advancement of mobile
intelligence devices have led to the wide application of
research findings in computer vision to industrial
production and daily life, simultaneously promoting
breakthrough in symmetry image processing techniques.
However, the training process and usage of symmetric
deep neural networks require enormous computation
resources, restricting its speed performance and its
application on clients. Lightweight networks, which mainly
focus on controlling the scale of the network and on
speeding up network processing, are therefore proposed
and have seen fast growth in recent years. This Special
Issue introduces research on symmetric and lightweight
neural networks for fast image processing. Some of these
topics are the following:<false,>Symmetric and lightweight
deep neural networks for image processing;
Fast image denoising, super resolution, deblurring, etc.;
Fast image object detection/segmentation;
Fast and symmetric image style transfer.
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Message from the Editor-in-Chief

Symmetry is ultimately the most important concept in
natural sciences. It is not surprising then that very basic
and fundamental research achievements are related to
symmetry. For instance, the Nobel Prize in Physics 1979
(Glashow, Salam, Weinberg) was received for a unified
symmetry description of electromagnetic and weak
interactions, while the Nobel Prize in Physics 2008 (Nambu,
Kobayashi, Maskawa) was received for the discovery of the
mechanism of spontaneous breaking of symmetry,
including CP symmetry. Our journal is named Symmetry
and it manifests its fundamental role in nature.
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